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Three Hundred People Join 'Take Back The Night' Activities
By

Grant Tennille

rape-relate-

On the evening of March 26, as many as
Kenyon women and men
marched in an effort to "Take Back the
Night." The procession, which started on
the north end of campus, moved through the
halls of almost all of the dormitories, and
culminated in a rally in the South end quad.
There, participants were encouraged to speak
three-hundr-

d
out on
issues and experiences.
Many women, and a few men, came forward
to give emotionally charged testimony of
events in their lives. The rally lasted until
after 1 a.m., and left many of the students
who witnessed it emotionally troubled.
It is clear that the issues raised by the
march have galvanized Kenyon, sparking
heated debate and tension rarely felt in the
normally apathetic community. The events

ed

of last Thursday seem to have struck a nerve
heretofore unprobed at Kenyon. The
community has suddenly found itself having
to face tough questions about the sexual
environment of the College and the

perceptions

AKE Invitation Provokes Picketers
By Tamar Gargle

Approximately 35 men and women
picketed outside of Delta Kappa Epsilon's
"Caveman Party" last Saturday night The
demonstration was a response to the party's
invitation which depicted cartoon figures in
caveman attire wielding bats along with a
bikini clad cavewoman crawling on all fours
and a chain dragging from her waist.
During the day on Friday flyers were
disributed around campus which discouraged
students from attending the party. According
to Megan Lynch, one of the organizers of the
boycott, "it just spread by word of mouth
that we would be picketing as well."
Although Lynch and some of the other
leaders of the demonstration were also
instrumental in organizing ."Take BackThe
Night," she wants to stress that the two
events were absolutely separate. "Just
because my name is associated with both
events I don ' t want them to be seen as the the

same thing... Take Back The Night
transcended social circles and I don't want

participants in that confused with my own
political agenda, assuming that some of them
don't agree."
AKE President Mike Carnighan claims
that the distribution of the invitation was
essentially an oversight by some members
of the fraternity. He explained that the artist
who draws AKE invitations is off campus
this semester and that there was no one else
in the fraternity to draw the invitation;
members simply found the drawing among
others in a file belonging to the artist
According to Carnighan the invitation
was proposed for last year's Caveman Party
but was rejected by an "executive committee"
because they deemed it offensive. This
year, the invitation passed on to the print
shop and was delivered before any of these
executive members were aware that it had
been chosen.

up.'"
Rape at Kenyon has long been fodder
for rumor, speculation and gossip, but the
testimonies given on the steps of Old Kenyon
sent a very clear message to everyone on
campus. Greek Council President Wright
Ohrstrom was shocked by what he heard and
felt that the rally gave him new perspectives

Stephen W. Palmer Jr., a first-yestudent at Ohio Wesleyan University, was
found dead in his dorm room on Sunday,
March 22. After a heavy night of drinking to
celebrate his nineteenth birthday, Palmer's
friends carried him home very drunk and put
him to bed at approximately 3a.m., only to
have him found dead by his roommate at
approximately 10:20 a.m. An autopsy later
in the week pointed to the consumption of
large quantities of alcohol as the cause of
death.
ar

The Knox County Grand Jury recently
completed a two month investigation into
the shooting of Phillip E. Hawkins, 46, of
Lee Wolfe Road in Gambier. After extensive
deliberations, the grand jury decided not to
return an indictment in the case.
Hawkins was shot once in the chest by
his wife, Kathy, 39, during the early morning
hours of January 5th at their home. Also in
the home at the timeof the shooting were the
couple's two children, a 1 6 year old daughter
and a seven year old son.

Before the protest, demonstrators
informed both Dean of Students Craig
Bradley and Security that they would be
picketing, and that they wanted to maintain
see AKE page six

This incident brings into focus the
problem of underage drinking at colleges
and universities across the United States.
While it is known that Palmer used a fake ID
to enter a bar late on Saturday night in
downtown Delaware, there is strong
suspicion that he spent a large portion of the
evening prior to this illegally drinking alcohol
on the OWU campus.
Pam Besel, from Ohio Wesleyan's News
t
r r
anai iniormauon
ouice siaieuJ mat me
fraternity involved is notbeing investigated
by the University in connection with this
see OWU page six
--
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Astrongodorof marijuana was detected
about the body of Philip Hawkins. A white
powder was also detected by Coroner
Edward Blackburn within the nose of the
deceased.
An autopsy of Hawkins conducted by

public
Recent rumors of a town-wid- e
health threat of water contamination are
greatly exaggerated, according to Dick Baer,
the Gambier Village Administrator.
e
notice,
The first part of a
dated March 20 of this year, released by Mr.
Baer's office as required by the Ohio
Enviromental Protection Agency , stated that
a water advisory was in effect for all
residences in Gambier, including College
buildings. The advisory was issued based
on results from a set of samples collected in

,

two-pag-

February which "indicated that the
permissable maximum contaminant levels
for total conforms as specified in... the OAC
Ohio Administrative Code was exceeded
in one out of two routine samples," and "in
two out of eight recheck samples" also

limited to only one location."

The water advisory was thereby
rescinded, since additional testing
see WATER page six

are

concentrated," remarked Darren Harris '92

ofBetaThetaPi.
"I believe that they have a valid point,
but the way they went about making it just
made people angry. They violated the
Col lege noi se pol icy , and destroyed personal
property. By behaving like that, they didn't
do m uch to convince us that they wanted our
help in solving this problem. It seemed more
like an attack" he continued.
It should be made clear that the property
in question was a poster advertisement, for
see MARCH page eight

the Franklin County Coroner's Office the
next day revealed that Hawkins had died of
a gunshot wound to the heart. Hawkins'
blood alcohol content was determined to be
.13 and significant amounts of cocaine and
marijuana were deteceted in his blood.
According to a statement made by Mrs.
Hawkins, after coming home late that night,
Mr. Hawkins was violent, abusive, loud and
threatening to his family. Mrs. Hawkins
retrieved a 9 mm
pistol from
a guest room closet, and used it to shoot her
husband.
The grand jury decided, evidently," that
the homicide was justifiable, having been
committed in
All information was obtained from a press
release from Knox County Prosecuting
Attorney John W. Baker
semi-automat- ic

self-defense-

."

,
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By Rob Rogers

committee will be "problematic" because

Thenew
Advisory
Committees, developed by the Student
Council, will offer"an opportunity or forum"
for majors who have languished in the
frustration of being unable to communicate
with members of their department.
"The object is to set up a format so that
students can advise mainly their major
departments," says Rebecca Miller '93, chair
of the Cultural and Academics Committee.
"Three to five students from each department
will be selected during the Spring Majors
Meetings...It's aposition for people who are
just interested in a department to talk with
the faculty and make suggestions."
Although not all faculty members have
heard about the new committee, initial
responses from those that have have been
ambivalent. AnthSoc Professor Howard
Sacks says that "in general we thought it was
a good idea...we liked the idea because it
came from the students", but adds that the

commitments for already overburdened
chairs."
Student majors interviewed about the
committee were more positive. "I'm in
favor.. .because communication between
faculty and students has gone downhill,"
says Victoria Hill '93.
"The English Department had 1 8 classes
in period D this semester and the chair
didn't know... I think that it would be very
important if we had some way that the
faculty and students had to sit down and talk
about the department."
Students interested in becoming
involved with the Student-DepartmeAdvisory Committee should talk to their
department chair or contact Rebecca Miller.
The committee is expected to begin work
this spring in preparation for the fall semester
of 1992, and to be, according to Ms. Miller,
"a way that students can really take an active
role in their department."

"it involves

under those standards, the advisory

yielded negative results. The report
concluded "this indicates that the
contaminant or cause of the positive test was

.

Student-Departme-

collected in February.
U.S . Environmental Protection Agency
standards perceive total coliforms in drinking
water to be "a possible health concern," and
recommended that "consumers vigorously
boil, for at least one minute, any water used
for drinking (including water used to make
ice), cooking or oral hygiene."
The second page of that notice, also
dated March 20, explained that further testing
at the site of the positive sample yielded the
same results, while all other sites again

where most of the fraternities

n,
k i
Advisory
Committee Created
StudentDepartment
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Village Denounces Bad Water Rumors
By Guy Tino

."

Grand Jury Makes Decision on Murder

OWU Death Raises Issues About Alcohol
By Gregory Melville

which that environment

generates. From the standpoint of the march
organizers, this emotional turmoil indicates
the success of their venture.
Accordingto JenniferGundlach '94 the
"Take Back the Night" march had two
purposes. "The march represented, for the
people who participated, a beginning of the
healing process. It also served to educate the
Kenyon community at large on the issue of
rape, because many people at Kenyon harbor
the belief that 'it doesn't happen here'.
'The people who came forward with
their testimonies were, in effect, saying 'It
does happen here. It happened to me. Wake

the issue.
"I didn't realize that I knew anybody
who had been raped. But in listening to the
testimonies, I began to realize that not only
do I know women who have been raped, but
I might know some men who have raped
women."
Ohrstrom's sentiments echoed those of
many greeks, but many fraternity members
felt that the message of the march came too
close to "finger-pointing"There is no mistaking the fact that they
marched through the fraternity halls, and
held their rally on the South end of campus,

.
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more time and more
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OPINION
Media Needs

April 2, 1992

page two
Self-Governme-

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

nt

Media Board has struggled for years to define itself and its powers within the
student government. It will convene today to vote on which one of two proposed
constitutions should be the basis for the new guidelines under which it is to function.
The first proposal, submitted by Professor of Mathematics Stephen Slack, states
that the Media Board will have the power to appoint and remove the editors of all
student-ru- n
publications. In addition, the voting members of the board would be made
up of only four students and four faculty, none of whom would serve concurrendy with
any media organization. The heads of the media organizations would be allowed to sit
on the Board, but they would not be given the vote.
The second proposal, submitted by the representatives of the Collegian, the
Messenger avvi the Observer, calls for the individual organizations to control their own
structure, including the appointment of editors. In addition, the organizations
representatives would be given the vote. The Board would be granted the power to
remove staff members or editors in the instance that a publication had been found guilty
of violations of state law, such as libel, slander or trespassing, or college regulations,
such as plagiarism.
Regardless of which proposal is selected, the board will only use it as a basis for
the final document which will be discussed for the remainder of the year. What this
election really means is whether or not the Board thinks that it should have the power
to control the internal structure of the organizations that it represents, and whether or
not the organizations should be responsible to each other, or to the student council.
The best government is by the people and groups that will be directly affected by
the decisions of the Board. The individual groups know best who is the most qualified
to run them; they should be given the power to decide their leaders for themselves. In
answer to the question of who is the best judge of action in the case of the publication
of inappropriate material, let the people who must make such ethical decisions on a
regular basis, the media themselves, decide.
The argument has been made that the personal beliefs of the representatives of the
various publications will gel in the way of an impartial decision in the event of a
disciplinary action; iThcre will alwaysbe personal feelings involvedin decisions made
by a body in a community that is as small as the one at Kenyon. Knowledge is always
the best way to avoid partiality. Let those who know the media best, the media
j themselves, be the judges of whether or not infractions haveoccurred.
To do otherwise
is to create a situation in which decisions are made solely on the basis of politics, not
by an objective standard.
Written by Members of the Editorial Board.

Musser '94 Applauds March, Expresses Hope
To the Kenyon Community:

'

I'm not sure if this is the appropriate
forum to express myself, but I can find no
other way to do it I have just returned from
the Take Back the Night rally and find
myself compelled to write this.
When I first heard about the events of
this evening I thought very little of them. I
remember reading one of the testimonials at
lunch one day and thinking 'Wow., that
sucks' and then proceeded with my daily
schedule. Tonight, however, I talked to a
friend about going to this rally and decided
out of curiosity that I would attend, so I did.

Although I stayed for only about half an
hour I was so profoundly touched by the
stories of pain, anguish and torment the
testimonials provided that I have come to a
new understanding of the horrors and trauma
that the crime of rape instills upon its victims.
Although I could only stand, in the rain, and
listen, I was deeply moved. I remember
thinking about half way through, "These
people deserve better than this rainy night.
They are amazingly strong and bold people
relating their most personal and agonizing
feelings to help us, me, become more aware
of truly demoralizing and heinous crime that
exists within our society. ' I felt almost guilty
to be there as a man. These stories of hurt
and suffering must weigh so deeply on the
minds and daily lives of these people that I
don't even deserve to be standing here. I
can't as a male truly understand the feelings
of uncleanliness, shock and loneliness that
are associated with this terrible crime.
However, the medium through which these
thoughts and stories were related were so
emotionally charged that at times I found
tears welling in my eyes thinking, 'How
could this ever happen? How could a man
denigratea woman, another human being, to
this extent? It almost seems impossible.'
B ut the sad truth is that it is possible and

that it happens everywhere, even in our
small microcosmic society called Kenyon,
and the pain of rape is just as pointed and
debilitating here as anywhere else. So I
don't really know what else to say, but I do
know one thing. This kind of crime cannot
and should not ever be tolerated by anyone
anywhere, for the scars it leaves are not so
much physical as mental, and they seem to
fester and torment for years after the actual
crime.
So I would like to thank the people who
organized this. It has illuminated the true
nature of a crime that I never really
understood, or even cared to understand,
and I hoped that others present were affected
as I was so that we as a community can
heighten our awareness and defenses against
this wicked and intolerable social evil.
I would, as a sort

of

like to
express my most profound hope that the
positive energy generated by this evening
post-scrip-

t,

does not serve to heighten campus
antagonism towards men and, more
specifically, to scapegoat or alienate any all
male groups on campus. The intent of this
night was noble and should remain that way,
it should not be tarnished by acts of
emotionial outrage that serve to offend the
interests of other members of the student
body. There have already been a number of
filed harassment and vandalism charges
brought forward as a result of the activities
of thursday night and I would hope that
these kind of activities cease immediately.
Offending members of the student body
serves only to mitigate the import of what
the rally accomplished. Therefore, I not
only applaud but I challenge the organizers
of this evening to continue to heighten
awareness about rape through positive and
helpful channels that will not cause divisive
rifts in the student body.
Sincerely,
Philip A. Musser '94

Group Hails Invite as 'Insensitive,' 'Ignorant'
To the Editor,
We are deeply offended by the most
recent invitation of the DKE fraternity. The
invitation depicted a graphic image of a cave
woman, scantily dressed and restrained by
chains, subservient to a male cartoon
character bearing a club. This invitation
glorifies pornography and violence against
women. In light of the most recent event
empowering the women on campus, "Take
Back the Night," the members of the DKE

fraternity involved in the creation, approval,
and distribution of such an invite, have
exemplified ignorance and insensitivity.
Carolyn E. Shepard '92

LizaSchott '92
Elizabeth Cheroutes '92
Catherine McGavran '92
Meredith C. Harper '92
Michael S.Greenspon '92

ElyseForkosh '93
Frouwkje Gilkey

92

Participant Clarifies Intent of Protest's Message
To the Kenyon Community:
I would like to
thoughts on the protest
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Before I begin, though,
clear that the thoughts

share my personal
of the party held by
on Saturday night.
I would like to make
in this letter are my

own, and the other protesters do not
necessarily agree with me.
For those of you who did not hear of this
incident, the protestaroseover the invitations
to the DKE "caveman" party, which features
a drawing of a sultry woman in chains and a
bikini slinking up to "caved out" Calvin and

Hobbes, Calvin grinning wickedly and
While the
holding a large club.
mischievousness of Calvin may have been
intended to defuse the violent sexuality
implicit in the drawing, in my opinion itonly
makes it worse by turning it into a joke. I
found this an appalling theme for a party,
and decided to join the protest.
At the protest, it became clear that Dekes
viewed their invitations as humorous (or
least, as inoffensive) and wondered why
people were making such a big deal out of an
invitation which had been used on two
previous occasions. Some members of the
fraternity came out to speak to us, and while
many words were exchanged, there didn't
seem to be much real communication, which
is what prompted me to write this letter. I
think that there is a lot of confusion as to
what this demonstration was about, which
has lead to a lot of anger, resentment, and
scorn on all sides of the issue.
Allow me first to say what I think the
protest was NOT about: it was not about the
Dekes having a costume party; it was not

about branding the Dekes as sexists,
misogynists, or just plain assholes; it was
not about fraternity bashing; it was not about
the Take Back the Night marcfi that WAS
a catalyst, but the issue here would stand
whether that had happened or not nor was
it about angry women lashing out on the
slimmest pretext or going off on a power
trip.
Tempting as any of these ideas might
seem, they serve merely to cloak the heart of
matter, which is quite simply that the protest,

while it had the specific goal of
communicating a grievance to the DKE
fraternity, nevertheless had a wider and more

important goal of raising everyone's
awareness of the pervasiveness of violence,
especially sexual violence, towards women.
The testimonies of the Take Back The Night
march made it clear that this is a serious
problem here at Kenyon, as well as
everywhere else in America, a problem that
needs to be addressed now.
The brothers of Delta Kappa Epsilon

may feel accused and threatened, but
Saturday's protest was not intended to accuse
or threaten them. They may feel singled out,
but the protest was not intended to single
them out; rather, I view it as a challenge to
everyone to confront the problem of rape,
because it won't stop until we notice that it's
all around us, until we realize that it really
does hurt us, and then work to stop it. Don't
chuck this on your mental scrap heap. Too
many men and women pay the price for your
indifference.
Yours sincerely,
Michael S. Dow

Delta Kappa Epsilon Issues Apology for Invite,
Rejects Authenticity of Dining Hall 'Apology'
To the Kenyon Community:

It was not the intention of the brothers
of Delta Kappa Epsilon to offend anyone
with the invite to this year's Caveman Party.

Poor judgment was used in the creation of
the design, and the distribution was of
particularly bad timing. We apologize to

anyone who found the invite offensive. The
"apology" distributed in Peirce Hall on April
1 was not our creation. In fact, the fraternity
views the flyer as harassment and will attempt
to determine its origin.
Sincerely,
The Brothers of Delta Kappa Epsilon
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PERSPECTIVE
Plays Entertain at Hill Theater
page three

'Odd,' 'Satiric'
by D. Scott McMillin

One-A- ct

JohnStinson'sportrayal of the meat-packnerd was very strong. He had presence,
seemed at ease in the role, and in command
of his part. The direction by Amanda Neff
was good, but I noticed some problems with
ing

Two short plays graced the Kenyon
stage last weekend: It's Called the Sugar
Plum by Israel Horovitz and Sister Mary
Ignatius Explains It All for You by
Christopher Durang.
Sugar Plum is an odd story about two
college kids, Wally Zuckerman and Joanna
Dibble, who meet following a fatal accident,
in which Wally runs over Joanna's boyfriend.
The accident provides the basis for the first
conflictof the play: the 'artsy' and seemingly
strong-mind- ed
Joanna haranguing Wally,
the unassuming loner. But what emerges
thereafter is the realization that the two
characters are extremely similar both lack
a sense of
and yet, in their
egosim, long for recognition by the world.
That is why, when the play opens, we find
Wally making a scrapbook with newspaper
cuppings of the accident
self-ident- ity,

Mimi Morris' portrayal of the
pretentious artist, Joanna, although at times
solidoften her motivation appeared unclear.
On the whole I thought she did well with a
challenging part, in which she had to make
quick switches from emotion to emotion.

unecessary blocking and unmotivated
movement Sometimes the characters were
moving around for no reason except to move.
Also, 1 was not certain that I understood
Neff s choice for the ending of the show.
She seemed to be heading for something
potentially interesting, but the choice was
not strong enough and didn't work with the
rest of the play. Maybe she wanted
ambiguity, but since the choice was so weak,
the result was confusion.
Sister Mary Ignatius Explains It All for
You, the second show of the evening, is a
satiric look at Catholicism and organized
religion. The first part of the play has Sister

Mary, a

well-oil- ed,

didactic old nun,

explaining to the audience the simple truth
of the universe, Catholic style. Thomas, her
seven yearold progeny, dressed in his Sunday
best, provides an example as to what a good
Catholic should be and know, rewarded for
his presentations of good doctrine with a
cookie. In the second half of the play, Sister

Percussion Group Plays Eclectic Set
By Dave Allan
The Percussion Group performed an
eclectic set of music for a relatively sizable
crowd at Rosse Hall last Sunday. The three
members of the group are all on the faculty
of the University of Cincinatti where the
group was founded in 1979.
The show began with a piece called
"Lift-Off,- "
which was the most conventional
of the works performed. Besides being an
upbeat piece that immediately grabbed the
is composed mostly of
audience, "Lift-Of- f
rapid fire figures that demonstrated the
incredible skill with which the members of
the group were able to maintain precise
place in time with each other.

"Preludes

Revisited"

subtitled

"Transformations of Chopin's Op. 28" is a
work created by Mark Saya especially for
The Percussion Group, so that the remaining
score could be played on piano, vibraphone,
xylophone and assorted percussion. The
resulting work was one of subtlety, with

many passages demonstrating that

percussive works need not be violent. There
were unfortunately two unintended players
in this piece, notably two birds that had
somehow managed to get into the hall and
fly about during the performance. Their
presence, if it was noticed at all by the group,
did not affect the performance in the least
Following the intermission, the group
performed two works arranged by tits
members. The' first of which was a collage
of John Cage works, and the second a piece
by Joseph Celli called "Snaredrum for
Camus." True to Cage's reputation, the first
piece was truly bizarre, including a portion
in which the three players sat around a table
playing cards. It also included a good deal

Mary is confronted by four of her former
students an alcoholic, an unwed mother, a
homosexual, and a woman who has had an
abortion who have returned to challenge
everything she taught them.
Megan Wolpert's Mary was an utter
delight to watch. She had a strong presence,
good timing, and a strong rapport with the
audience.
The other players, Jeremiah

Budzick, Maragaret Emery, and Eric
Lehman gave good performances, and
Megan Hayes was strong as Diane Symonds.
Unfortunately, the direction given to them
was lacking. Stollenwerk, the director, was
capable when directing just Mary, but did
not know what to do with five actors on
stage. Many of Diane's speeches were
unfocused and the blocking unmotivated,
and Wolpert lost much of her earlier strength

Rogers Returns to Olin Art Gallery
By Kristy Rogers
This week's display in Olin gallery
features four very unique artists who all
have very precisely crafted artwork.
Steve Hill's portion of the display
consists of three pieces which are both

visually attractive and mechanically
engineered. Two kinetic sculptures have
timer switches which set in motion a complex
swirl of wire, sheet metal, and metal marbles
which are carried up and around the
structures. One is untitled, and uses ramps
made of wire as pathways for the marbles.
"Plant" is a mixture of bending sheet metal
leaves and wire ramps which lead the marbles
over and through the form. These two works
frame a giant power box which gives off
light between revealing holes in its case.
Hill's work is exciting to watch, very active,
and has the lure of technological structure as

of spoken words, which, while not
technically percussion, were used with
repeditive and rhythmic effect. "Snaredrum
for Camus" was played by the whole
ensemble on a single snare drum with the
snares removed. The piece began softly,
builttoaclimax.andsubsided. Theprogram
concluded with four Chilean songs, all played
on xylophones and vibraphones.

Cannibal Myths, Practices Dispelled
By Nick Bergman
Does it surprise you that on the same
night which Anthony Hopkins earns an oscar
for his role as "Hannibal the Cannibal" in ,
The Silence of the Lambs. Dr. Gananath
Obeyesekere spoke at Kenyon on the very

topic of cannibalism and its historical
context? At first this seems coincidental,
but after having heard Dr. Obeyesekere speak
Monday night, it is only fitting that we add
such an item to our current list of "hot
topics." Cannibalism is a gory topic but it is
one which continues to pique our curiosity.
According to Dr. Obeyesekere, it is a source
of real human intrigue.
Dr. Obeyesekere gave a description of
himself as an individual not willing to settle
for myth and fiction when it comes to the
origins of cannibalism. Both a professor of
anthropology at Princeton and a historicist,

Obeyesekere's work has focused on
unearthing the fallacies of the history of

cannibalism in the Polynesian and
Melanesian islands. He is most concerned
with examining the particular context from
which myths about cannibalismare born.
His study asks whether cannibalism was a
common practice for the people of these
areas or rather a myth perpetuated by
discourse and misconception. Evidently it

is important for us to determine where our
images of cannibalism first came from and
how they were, and still are, perpetuated in
our culture. In citing the three voyages of

the renowned Captain James Cook,
Obeyesekere presents a convincing argument
which dispels the unwarranted hype about
cannibalism in the Pacific from the late
eighteenth century to the present.
It was intrigue that impelled Captain
Cook and his fellow voyagers to investigate
What they interpreted as
cannibalism.
at the time is now
behavior
cannibalistic
it is safe to
However,
fact.
for
take
we
what
say that their stories about savage tribes
feeding of off human flesh were not based
on actual observations, but rather on the

human imagination.

Such secondary

information has been the only source on
which we have based a definition and a
general attitude towards cannibalism. We
see it as a demented, irrational practice
common only among savages. But was this
practice truly common to savages or to other
beings as well? Here is where myth and
intrigue merge.
According to Dr. Obeyesekere, the
discourse on cannibalism itself plays a very
important role in examining the origins of
western myths; hence the name of Dr
see CANNIBAL page seven

during the later scenes due to poor directing.
Another problem I had was the casting
of the character of Thomas. Justin Bondi,
who played the role, was very funny and did
an excellent job, but I question not using a
child actor. I understand that it was probably
not possible and that Stollenwerk had to do
the best he could. But we couldn't believe
Bondi was seven it was impossible. To
see a real seven year old reciting his
catechism and holding Aloysius at gunpoint
can be one of the most chilling aspects of the
play, and it was lost
Aside from these small problems, the
show was extremely enjoyable, and those
who left the theater following Sugar Plum
missed the hysterical first appearance of a
Megan Wolpert whom I'm sure we'll being
seeing again in the future.

High chair by Jennifer Lightsey

Kaplan photo

well as modern visual appeal.
Natalie Blake's pottery and sculpture
provides a very different display from Hill's.
Blake uses terra cotta, raku, and primitive
firing to communicate a very earthy, older

looking sculptural form.

Hand-mad-

e

paper

by

Laura Gilkey

Kaplan photo

flowers into the actual paper in works such
as "Inventus", "Amor", and "Partus et
Auctus". Gilkey used artificial pigments
and natural ones such as ground up celery to
create colors ranging from vivid red to soft
green. Forms were cut from the laid paper,
fastened together, and even drawn on in
"Ortiz I", creating complex representations.
My favorite was "Amor", which integrated
the softness of dried flowers with intense
blue-gree- n
paper, creating a beautiful
contrast.
Jennifer Lightsey's art is for every day
use; she encourages interaction with her
pieces, which include a chess set of stainless
steel.wire, and brightly colored plastics, a
chair with smooth mirrored arms and the
same bright colors, and a mirror encircled
with a ring of bright pieces and blue velvet.
Lightsey says that the bright pieces which
are integral to these works include bits of an
old pink suitcase; that "some are visible,
most are not but all represent remnants of
past experiences." The giant flower of
twisted wire and yellow lights, is reminiscent
of entering a fantastical castle room. The
small chair and velvet cushions next to the
games are welcoming and very interesting
to look at as well as sit in. The colors are
cheerful and inviting, making the viewer
feel wonderfully included in her artistic
world, as one's own face is reflected back
from the mirror. Thisisadisplaythatpeople
can find remnants of their own pasts in.
These artists' pieces work individually,
but together through a themein each display.

Particularly

effective were an untitled work which had a
woman's face, shoulders, and hair built into
and around a thrown form of raku. The
woman wraps smoothly around the pot,
flowing with the form. "The New World
Order" presents a wall of slab tile faces
made of stoneware, varied in color and
expression, and finished with high fire glaze
or primitive fire. The interesting part of this
piece is the fact that every face is different
and expertly sculpted to relay mood,
expression, and feature differences.
Laura Gilkey ' s exhibit is a collection of
handemade paper collages representing
goddesses. The paper is heavy and
integrating delicate plants and dried
well-mad-

e,

Ceramic pot by Natalie Blake

Kaplan photo
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"TAKE BACK THE NIGHT"...
Negative Backlash, Refusal to Comprehend Cloud Issues of March
By Jennifer Bartlett
The reactions and retaliations against
last Thursday's 'Take Back the Night"
protest cloud the issue and cast a shadow
over a very monumental event not only in
Kenyon's history, but in the personal
histories of those involved, and those
who spoke. The protest was not women

marching against men, but people
marching against rape. The prevailing
attitude maintains that when women
march, they march against men. This is
wrong.
The facts, though, clearly state that
most rapes are committed by men against
women. Women fear rape they look
askance at strangers, seeing if they look
safe. Yet most of these rapists are not
attackers springing out of
a dark alley, but men who have gained the
trust and confidence of the women. It is
the friends, lovers, family who betray this
trust. 'Take Back the Night" exposes
rape with all its horrible characteristics
and various, often disguised personas. It
offers a safe shrouded atmosphere, not
only to speak, but to listen.
The hostile reactions the day after
the march arise from not listening. Men
knife-wieldi-

ng

voiced hostilities over the marchers
traversing the lounges. ("Our lounges," one
precision-minde- d
individual phrased it.
Whose lounges?) They maintained that a
threatening atmosphere was created and felt
they were the innocent targets of enrgaged
females. If you were truly harassed, a
complaint is warranted; if you were merely
inconvenienced or left in a state of confusion,
you should attempt to find out about the
issues and form an educated opinion.
I am dismayed that some men do not
have even the barest desire to comprehend

the issues, to sit and discuss them

well as others who

similar

experiences

.

"Take Back the
Night" was meant
to give the men
and women who
participated some
reassur-rane- e
and
a safe place to tell

their stories of
victi-mizatio-

n,

whether incest,
rape, or assault.
Not once while I
was speaking did
I say I hated men.
I don't. I merely
hate the man who
took my trust and
used it against me.
My decision
to speak out came
as I was listening
to the others tell

their stories.

As a male at Kenyon I believe that
the "Take Back The Night" march and the
testimonies last Thursday were the most
important step Kenyon women and men
have taken in a long time. The "Take
BackThe Night" events were so powerful
g
and
thatl found myself
pondering what was going on even though
I did not attend. I felt the energy of the
marches as I walked home from the library
and saw the marchers walking out of
Leonard. I was astounded by the number
of women and men chanting and carrying
candles who rallied against rape and sexual
violence and abuse. Then as my friends
came into Manning to change their wet
clothes for dry ones, I began to get a sense
of the power and conviction of the
testimonies. I noticed that they were
thought-provokin-

rs,

hostility

Privilege is simple:
going for a pleasant stroll after
dark,
not checking the back of your
car as you get in, sleeping
soundly
speaking without interruption,
and not remembering
dreams of rape, that follow you
all day, that woke you up
crying, and
privilege
is not seeing your stripped
humiliated body
plastered in celebration across
every magazine rack;
This excerpt is taken from a poem that march organizers
read to commence the forum.

I

began to feel so overwhelmed with what
see CHEROUTES page eight

Male Involvement Needed in Movement
By Neil Penick

on

from

profoundly affected by what they had heard.
During all of this I began to realize that
people I know and people I see every day
had been raped and sexually abused.
I began to feel guilty because I was not
out there supporting these women and men

who told the community about their
experience. As Thursday night
I felt as though I owed my support to those
who were telling their stories. It was
something I needed to do for myself to
physically affirm my support for those people
and to help those who were speaking sense
that they were among people who cared. I
believe that verbalizing their rape and sexual
abuse experiences helped them confront
those traumatic experiences. They needed
caring people to listen as they told about
their experiences.
Also I felt guilty because I felt some
see PENICK page eight
pro-gresse-

d,

l wonuer wneiner rvenyon aium dm
Watterson knows what his kindergardener
is up to these days.
Welcome to modem living, folks, the
stone age is over and women wear real
clothing, have mastered the art of walking
and will not tolerate such material. I am
searching forareason why after lastnight's
very publicized event the Dekes would
still distribute a blatantly pornographic,
offensive and demeaning invitation. If the
see BARTLETT page eight

Ruined Message

Finger-pointin- g

non-marche-

had

ut

ng

non-participati-

and Educates Community
Last Thursday night students were
able to share their experiences in the
speak-ofor Take Back the Night. Not
all who were there spoke. I did. I was
raped six years ago. Until Thursday I had
told no one. Now, everyone knows.
During the course of the evening, I realized
that my story was not uncommon. I had
been raped on a college campus after a
night of much drinking. However, I was
not aware that I had the power to report
the crime. I blamed myself. I thought that
there was nothing I could do. The shame
and guilt and embarrassment of that
evening has stayed with me every day
since. But I finally realized that what
happened to me was not my fault. I had
done nothing to give my assailant the
impression that I would have sex with
him, yet he insisted throughout the ordeal
that I "wanted it" as much as he did. If that
was the case, why was I so scared and why
were the bruises on my body the day after
so prominent?
I realized though, that by telling my
story, I could in some way help myself as

club-brandishi-

intelligently. Several men with whom I spoke
By Eric Alexander
ended a discussion by saying "yeah, you're
right, women are better than men." This
The "Take Back the Night" march of
statement is flippant and ignorant, clumping
last Thursday night unfortunately served, in
all feminine issues into one, disregarding
its excesses, to alienate a substantial portion
the intentof the night before and sarcastically
of the very audience that it was trying to
a problem that
belittling it as insignificant
reach. During the course of this event, some
already has been resolved.
of the marchers seemed to lose sight of the
I convinced one male friend to listen to
did not necessarily
fact that
the testimonies. He came away with a better
constitute opposition from the rest of the
and deeper understanding of what rape means student body. The attitude adopted towards
to women. He was, in a sense, enlightened
in the form of occasional
the
about a topic to which he had given little
finger pointing,
thought and we
screaming in
were able to sit
ears,
and
and talk calmly
of
disregard
"Privilege: A poem for men who don't
space,
personal
understand what we mean, and they have it"
a
created
a 1987 Speak Out, Author Unknown
Reprinted

Testimony Heals Individual
By Liz Cheroutes

about it. inis is tne medium tnai leaas 10
awareness and fosters a better atmoshpere.
Despite the negative backlash against
some aspects of the march, I remained fairly
optimistic. My positive hopes were dashed
even further, though, as I was summarily
informed of the latest invite to a Deke party
on Saturday celebrating the caveman. A
barely clothed woman adorned in chains,
perched on her knees is hungrily observed
Calvin, sidekick of
by a
Hobbes. Calvin has grown up quite a bit and

and

antagonism that

need not have

existed.
Whereas
the
avowed aim of
"Take Back the
Night" was to
increase campus

awareness

,

particularly
among certain
targeted groups,
the receptivity of

potential

sympathizers to
the message of

the event was
decreased by this

unfortunate demeanors adopted by some

of the marchers.
While the topic of the march, rape
and related violence towards women, is
undoubtedly a volatile one which evokes
strong and emotional reactions, it is
perhaps inevitable that over the course of
the march certain individuals would have
behaved in a manner that they would
otherwise have perceived as inappropriate.
The frustration expressed by some that
mere discussion was not productive may
have inclined them to want to consciously
provoke a reaction, even if such was
defensive in nature. However, when anger
and accusation plays such a substantial
role in the interaction, real or perceived,

between the marchers and the
there is little hope for the
reasoned discourse necessary for the
positive changes in the campus
understanding of the issues as envisioned
non-marche-

rs,

by the march organizers. To create this
unfortunate impediment to a productive
follow-u- p
to the event, the actions of but
a few marchers were sufficient. The march
was tainted with the stigma of radicalism
and intolerance by indiscriminate acts of
vandalism of school property, destruction
of private property, verbal harassment,
and disruptive noise. Many of these acts
are prohibited by and actionable under
school policy, but what is particularly
disturbing is their relation to the values
espoused, and admirably so, by the
organizers of the march.
see ALEXANDER page eight

Reactions Provoke Response
By Melissa
Skilken

Last Thursday

night, during the
"Take Back the
Night" march, I
sat in my library carrel hearing undiscemible
chants and loud voices. I knew what was
going on, but I declined to march. While I
have always considered myself a feminist, I
used to feel that my ambition and personality
could overcome the power men have
historically held over women in both subtle
and overt ways. I have since changed my
opinion - drastically.
On the following Monday, March 30, a
professor in class inquired as to the boycott
and picketing of the Deke party. A female
student began to explain that the action was
spurred by the invitations for this party
which depicted a scantily clad woman bound
in chains crawling towards the seemingly
innocent Calvin and Hobbes. Calvin stood
above the woman wielding a club, while
Hobbes poured beer down towards the
woman. A loud male voice from the back of
the room interrupted the ensuing discussion.
He asserted that the issue had been blown
outof proportion and suggested that because
the invitation was meant in jest, people
needn't take it seriously. His comments and

their authoritative tone ended the
discussion. For the first time I felt
powerless to stand up for myself as his
condescension had nullified the issue.
It has been made clear to me on several
other occasions that the intent of the
invitation was not malicious, but merely
humorous. Yet, I fail to see the humor in
the attitudes that the image portrays,
especially in light of the personal
testimonies delivered last week. The timing
was completely inappropriate and
inflammatory.
Certainly the fraternities felt attacked
by the "Take Back the Night" march and
the protest of the Deke party. Why else
would they immediately and without
provocation insist that women, many of
whom have experienced sexual abuse or
violence, "lighten up" on this cause. While
a few irresponsible "Take Back the Night"
protestors damaged property, the majority
of the protestors simply desired to increase
awareness and gather support for their
cause. The truth is, the march was not
targeted at fraternities or even at males in
general. The march took place all over
campus, not just in the fraternity lounges.
The protest of the Deke party was in
reaction to the invitation and its offensive
nature, not the fraternity itself. In fact, the
see SKILKEN page eight

GENERATES CONTROVERSY
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By Courtney Coughlin
Students in search of materials from the
loan office, a good seamstress,
Hust pleasant conversation should find
indy Wallace who enjoys providing all
iree services for the Kenyon community.
ks Manager of Inter-librar- y
Loan and
document Delivery Services, Cindy Wallace
xps busy, but also in good spirits. She
ame to Kenyon in October, 1988 and has
njoyed the change from urban Columbus to
oral Mount Vernon.
Wallace moved to Mount Vernon in
one of 1985 along with her husband and
imily. For three years she commuted to
)hio State University, where she was the
ecretary of Minority Affairs, until she made
jie change to Kenyon.
"The first thing that struck me about
(enyon is that it is such a beautiful
iter-libra-

ry

Photo by Liz Kaplan
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By Megan VVolpert

We've all seen the teen hearthrob Matt
Dillon play the rebellious, misunderstood
mustang who doesn't conform and always
gets the gir! in the end. Whatmakeshis 1989
come-bac-

from

Drugstore Cowboy different
the likes of The Outsiders and Texas

k

to do with a superbly written screenplay
a slow but efficient film. Dillon plays
Bob, a outlaw and drug user who travels
with his girlfriend (Kelly Lynch) and two
sidekicks (James Le Gros and Heather
Grahm) stealing prescription drugs from
pharmacies. Unlike Less Than Zero and
other
d
by drugs" movies,
this film does not portray the drug world as
the fast lane without brakes. Instead, the
director Gus Van Sant Jr. takes us through a
sluggishly paced story-neven a story,
really a list-o- f events. The characters act out
three things on the list: driving, stealing,
has
lo

"youth-corrupte-

ot

and

getting high.

community," remembers Wallace, "I like
the size of it. There is something unique
about a small community like this."
Aside from her work at Kenyon she
also participates in two church choirs, one
that sings regularly on Sundays, and the
other that is a concert choir. "I love to sing,"
she announces, "It is the love of my life.
Apart from my church choirs, I have also
been in the Columbus Symphony Orchestra's
Gospel Choir, as well as the Knox
Community Choir. I also do solos
sometimes."
Wallace hopes that a third group will
form, a recording choir, that is just now in
the organizational process. The plan is to
record an album of original gospel songs. "It
will probably be a year or even two since it
is just getting off the ground. It is exciting."
"My other love, as far as hobbies go is
that I love to sew and create clothes and
other crafts," Wallace smiles and laughs,
"Some friends call me 'The Singing
- Seamstress.'"She says that sheenjoys doing
alterations and sewing for other people as
well, and has since high school. Currently,
she does some sewing for students and staff,
but some day she would like to increase her
sewing business.
"Now it is a part-tim- e
thing, so I haven't
advertised it much yet, because I have not
had the time. I just tell people to give me
plenty of notice. Last year I made two of the
girls' graduation dresses, which made me
very happy."
As far as managing her schedule
between choirs, kids, and Kenyon, she says
it does get difficult.
"I don't know when to quit at work,"
she admits she is a bit of a perfectionist, "I

The only ethereal

component to the movie at all is the paranoid

a y
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proverbs that Dillon's character lives by.
This movie is one of the Guy Van Sant Jr.
series being shown this week. It will play in
Rosse Hall at 9:00 p.m. on Friday the 3rd.
Produced by Cary Brokaw, screenplay by
Van Sant and Daniel Yost.
I expect that most of you have seen
the hip, artsy Van Sant film My Own Private
Idaho...!, however...have not But! For
purposes of this preview, I will pretend
otherwise. According to Van Sant, "Idaho
is a story of a rich boy who falls off the hill
and a kid on the street." Keanu Reeves and
River Phoenix, who previously starred
together in Lawrence Kasdan'sLove You
to Death, play two male prostitutes who
form a close working and romantic
relationship. Rumour has it that Van Sant
intended this movie to be the nineties version
of Henry IV. Reeve's character weaves in
and out of a Shakespearian tongue which
should be an interesting experiment for a
young film. I certainly will be there on
Saturday the 4th at 9:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

tOS TEASE. HE.
TUKVc

I'M

can't stand leaving things unfinished." The
nature of her job does not allow her ever to
truly be finished, which she says, "Frustrates
me to no end. I am constantly trying to do
healthy things for myself and be involved
with my son who is in high school sports and
activities. I am also taking a class this
semester, Sociology 32 with Professor Sacks.
I had to audit my class simply because I did
not have time to do the reading."

New time commitments

include

working this semester as a sexual harassment
counselor, as well as other committees.

Regarding her position as a counselor she
explains, "I am a rookie. I have counselled
before on a personal level. I was
recommended for it because I have good
relationships with the students. We have a
mutual love and respect I think to be in that
position you have to be trusted."
Her experience as a minority woman on
campus has not been unpleasant. She
explains further, "The thing that bothers me
about being a minority woman is that there
are not enough of us. I don't know how to
see WALLACE page seven

Organizations1 Leaders Recognized
On Friday, March 27, a group of student
leaders were honored at a Leadership
Recognition Dinner in Upper Dempsey
Hall. The dinner, sponsored by the Office
of Student Activities and Organizations,
and the Associate Dean's Office, was
attended by students nominated by their
campus organizations on the basis of their
extraordinary contributions to their groups.
Also in attendance were members of the
Kenyon Film Society, chosen as Campus
Organization of the Year. Liz Kalcf, advisor
to Kenyon Hillel, was honored as
Orgainzation Advisor of the Year. The
Campus Organization of the Year and
Organization Advisor of the Year were
chosen by the Committee on Student Life
from nominations generated from members
of the campus community.Both the Ad visor

and Organization of the Year honorees are
designated on plaques posted in the Student

Activities Office

Gund Commons

Certificates of recognition were awarded
to those students nominated by their
organizations.
The program included welcoming
remarks from Dean of Students, Craig
Brad ley, and the presentation of awards by
President Jordan. Several members of the
Student Affairs staff who work with a
variety of student organizations were also
in attendance. Andy Kingston provided
piano music throughout the evening.: The
Recognition Dinner is an annual event
intended to demonstrate an appreciation of

thosestudentswhogiveagreatdealoftime
and energy to improve the campus life of
all Kenyon students.

Congratulations to: Ann Banta, Amy Barker, Jessica Becker, Todd Bchrendt, Nick
Bergman, Tom Brice, Francie Broadie, Jason Catz, Julie Cerel, Dave Cooperman,
Nicole Dennis, John Donovan, Jo Eickmann, John Erskine, Mary Farrell, Kate Finch,
AlexFox.Tamar Gargle, Lauren Grossman, Susan Grossman, Kristen Hamley , Hillsman
Heath, Jenny Hirt,ReidaHogue,RosannaJones,MclanieKatsak is, Amy King,Kathryn
Lane, John Lawson, Hana Lay son, Jaime Lockwood, Barry Lustig, Megan Lynch, Dan
Lyne, Mary Merrill, Amy McOwen, Scan Murphy, Lee Nowcll, Tim O'Brien, Bryal
Olson, Evelyn Ortiz, Rebecca Palash, Spencer Parsons, Max Perrin, Adrian Polit, Jose
Reyncs, Cija Russell, Katie Sapadin, Jon Schaffer, Tanya Sears, Karl Slatoff, Alfred
Snyder, Jay Taylor, Lynn To wnlcy, Sarah Wagner, Ra vana Wijcycratne, Chad Withers

Environmental Symposium Convenes
Anthropologist Susan Dobyns, research coordinator for the Garbage Project in
Tucson, Arizona, will deliver a public lecture entitled "The Archaeology of the U.S.:
Choices and Consequences of Consumption" on Friday, April 3, at 8:00 p.m. in Olin
Auditorium. The talk highlights a weekend event, "Choices for the Environment: A
Symposium for College and Community," organized with a grant from GTE. Dobyns
works with Garbage Project director Bill Rathje, drilling through landfill strata to
examine American trash patterns over the years.
The symposium begins earlier on Friday, at 4:30 p.m. in Olin Auditorium with two
short talks and an opportunity for questions and discussions. John Griffin, vice president
for business and technology for the integration unit at Battelle Memorial Institute in
Columbus, will present "Water i Central Ohio: The Social, Political, and Environmental
Consequences of Consumption." Debbie Leopold '84, marketing and production
coordinator for Co-o- p America, will speak about investing in industries that support and
protect the environment. Professor of B iology Ray Hei thaus will introduce the speakers.
Saturday's events are geared toward Knox County issues. One panel discussion
focusing on landfill and recycling begins at 10 a.m. in Olin Auditorium, and the other
which will discuss agriculture and the ethical use of the environment, begins at 1 p.m.
in Olin.
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SPORTS page six
Ladies Lax Tames Tigers, Improves to
Sports Staff

player guided the Ladies against the Tigers
of Wittenberg University as she recorded
seven goals and one assist. Loomis now has
13 goals for the season.
Kelly Raymond also aided in the
offensive category against Wittenberg as
she tallied five goals against the Tigers.
Raymond now has seven goals and two
assists for the season.
The defense of the Ladies has been
equally oustanding, as goalies Patty Latta, a
senior, and Jacqui Pema, a sophomore,
combined to record 13 saves against
Wittenberg, with Latta responsible for nine

Impressive is the best word to describe
the early showings of the Kenyon' Ladies
lacrosse team.
The Purple and White Ladies opened
the season with a 14-- 7 nonconference victory
over Hollins College of Virginia, then
followed that win with an emphatic 17-- 3
romp over conference rival Wittenberg
University in the North Coast Athletic
Conference opener for both squads.
Sophomore Cary Loomis provided an
early spark offensively. The second year

Dave Diggs Calls Baseball's
By Ryan Helft

inning he settled down and pitched
consistently through the middle innings.
His numbers for the game were 8 13
innings pitched, six hits, four runs and seven
strikeouts. As Coach Bob Bunnell put it,
"He pitched with confidence, and the team
knew it." So a solid defensive performance,
a traditional weakness, was needed to salt

Lords Lax Posts
By Steve Corley

This past weekend the Lax Lords
travelednorth foragame against the Yeomen
of that bastion of liberalism, Oberlin College.
The Lords did not play anywhere near their
potential, falling behind early to the Yeomen,
1 . Although staying even with Oberlin the
rest of the game, the early lack of intensity
cost the Lords the game, 11-This was the
Lords third loss, after last week's loss to
nationally ranked Ohio Wesleyan.
There were some bright points for the
Lords. Sophomore goalie Chip Riegel
managed a very respectable 22 saves on the
day. Senior captain Pat Muller and junior
Jam ie Rantanen each tallied two goals, while
4--

7.

March
continued from page one
a company called "Love Cuffs," which
depicted a scantily clad woman bound by
the company's product. The poster was
ripped off of a door by a member of the
march.
Gundlach was quick to point out that
destruction of personal property was not on
the agenda of the organizing committee, and
that the matter was being settled by the
College and the parties involved. She
answered the allegations of "finger pointing"
by stating that the march was not designed to
point fingers at fraternities, but to raise
awareness within the male community as a
whole.
"It is important that fraternities
understand our message for the most basic
reason that they represent a large segment of
the male population at Kenyon. They are
organized and have meetings where these
issues can be discussed. Within that
framework they have the ability to make a
difference in what happens at Kenyon," said
Gundlach.
Echoing her statement was John Ursu
'92, a member of Men of Kenyon, which
leant its support to the march:
"Rape is not just a woman's issue. It is
one which confronts both sexes. We need to
work together to educate ourselves about
why it happens and what can be done to stop

it"
With these ideas in mind, the Women's
Network in conjunction with Men of Kenyon

3--

3

Season Record

sophomore Aaron Kilboume had fivepoints
on the day with a goal and four assists.
The team was left to do some
on the bus ride home. The players
themselves have recognized a certain
soul-searchi-

ng

apathetic attitude and lack of desire.
Somehow the Lords have to find a way to get
themselves up for games and walk on the
field with a desire to hurt someone.
Only time will tell if the Lords can
make their talent pay off on the field but one
fact is true, with fans on the sideline
supporting the team, every play becomes
easier. Please support your Lax Lords.
On Tuesday the Lords soundly defeated
Marietta 15-- 3 to raise their record to 3 on
the season.
3--

have proposed the idea of an open forum to
be held sometime next week to continue to
focus on the issues of rape and the sexual
environment of the college. The Greek
Council has been invited to
the
event, and at this writing the groups were
discussing the possibility.
co-spons-

2-- 0

of those.
Kenyon scored firstagainst Wittenberg
and never looked back. Wittenberg tied the
score at one apiece but Kenyon then took
control and maintained a 3 advantage at
halftime. Loomis scored five goals in an
impressive first half display of offense.
9--

The Ladies nowstand2-0onth- e
season
and are hoping for an oustanding year. The
Ladies played Wooster on Tuesday, (scores
were not available in time for press. The
game will be covered in next week's
Collegian.)

r
Photo by Allison McKnighl
Ladies Lax in action on Saturday verse Wittenberg.

Loss to Urbana a "Coming Out Party

4-- 2

this one away.
In the third inning, offensive excitement
came into play. With one out, the Lords put
a man on first with a walk and sent Sean
Carry to the plate. Carty saw two bad
pitches, one of which caught the brim of his
helmet and smashed into his eye. Sean had
to leave the game but fortunately there was
no permanent damage and he is likely to be
back in action in a few weeks.
So with two men on and one out
shortstop and rookie John Cunningham came
to the plate. After eyeing the first two
pitches he rocked a triple to right field. Both
of the men on base scored and the Lords had
2-- 1
lead.

The Lords had an important stretch of
games last week, starting with a make up
game againstUrbana on Wednesday. David
Hicks made his firstcollegiate start at pitcher
and quickly proved that he deserved the call.
Although he gave up one run in the first
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AKEs
continued from page one
a peaceful demonstration. Saturday evening
Bradley called the AKEs to inform them of
the situation and advised that they prepare a
statement for the protestors.
Although the AKEs addressed the
picketers on Saturday night, no formal
apology was issued at that time. Some
students, who attended the party complained
of verbal harrassment from thedemonstrators
as they were entering the door to the West
Wing Lounge of Old Kenyon where the
party was held. At approximately midnight
the demonstration broke up; no official
complaints have been registered with
security by or about the demonstrators.
Last night a flyer was distributed in the
dining halls that proposed a fake apology on
behalf of the AKEs but at the end was
revealed to be an April fool's joke. Carnighan
refutes the authenticity of this document and
intends to investigate its authorship.

OWU
continued from page one
incident, and added that it has not even been
confirmed that Palmer was drinking on
campus at all.
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The Lord's pitching held up well,
allowing just one run, until the ninth inning.
Hicks gave up a two run single and the coach
decided tocall his valianteffortover. Despite
the eventual 2 loss, the coaching staff has
decided that Hicks has earned himself a job
as a starting pitcher and a spot reliever and
they are looking forward to improvement
from the rookie pitcher. Assistant Coach
Dave Diggs called the game a "Coming out
party" for the team and said that he thought
that the game indicated better things to come
for the Lords.
On their next road trip, the Lords
traveled to Earlham in hopes of sweeping
the two double headers scheduled for the
weekend.
However, because rain left the field in
poor condition, they could play only one of
the four games. Considering the Lords 16-1- 0
trouncing of the Quakers in the first game
the team was disappointed that they couldn't
complete the series because the games can
not be made up.
In the game they played, everything
went right for Kenyon. The Lords' scoring
of sixteen runs forced Earlham to use all
three of their pitchers. This led some to
speculate that their shortage of fresh pitching
was the real reason for the next day's
cancellations.
The Lords face a few concerns as they
finish the first third of the season: scheduling
and injuries. Due to the recent rain, Kenyon
has had to cancel many of their conference
games. Whereas league leading OWU has

gotten in eight games, Kenyon has played
only three.
Furthermore, senior captain Jeff Pfriem
has developed arm troubles and swill not be
able to pitch for two weeks. Along with
Carty, outfielder Jason Schermer has hurt
his neck badly and is out for an unknown
period of time. These trying times are causing
a young team to struggle through a season of
growing pains, butas coach Bunnell stresses,
the team is only going to get better.
Sometimes records fail to tell the whole
story in athletic competition. At least that
appears to be the case fo r the Lords' baseball
team who, despite a 7 start for the season,
have witnessed numerous bright spots in the
young seson.
Cunningham, a first year player on the
team, has hit with consistency. He has had
at least one hit in all eight of hte Lords'
games, highlighted by triples in games
against the University of Pittsburgh and
Urbana University. Cunningham currently
owns a .434 (10-2batting average and
leads the Lords in
with seven.

While Ohio Wesleyan is not a "dry"
campus, University rules state that no kegs
are allowed on school property and no student
under the age of twenty-on- e
may be in
possession of alcohol. Besel did concede
that while OWU "vigorously enforces these
rules, they are never going to be 100 percent
effective." As a result, it would seem
impossible to prevent such tragedies from
happening in the future.

happened to them after they were in the
dorm," he commented, "I don't know."
The mayor of Gambier, Jennifer Farmer,
had no additional comment on the matter.

4--

1--
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runs-batted-- in

Player of the Week,
John Cunningham
Batting .434 on the season
Each a week a baseball player will be
selected by the Collegian Sports staff as
"player of the week."-t- he
Editor

American

Heart
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Water
continued from page one
procedures have determined that "there is
no contamination problem within the water
system, and that "no further action is
necessary at individual residences."
In addition to rescinding the advisory, it
explained that advisory notices are required
by the Ohio EPA for release "to insure that
persons are advised of positive test results,
and the possibility of bacteria within certain
parts of the system, so that precautions may
be taken if you as residents desire to do so."
Mr. Baer stated that the positive sample
was taken at his home on the north end of
Gambier. Further testing isolated the problem
to "one spigot in one service tap." As far as
the advisory was concerned, he said that
"the notice probably should never have been
sent out"
In regards to the fact that the notice
was on display in just one campus dormitory,
Mr. Baer reported that he had "talked to

every Dean and every maintenance
supervisor," and had sent a copy of the
advisory to every house manager.

"What

WOODSIDE
Bed

Breakfast

Located on State Route 308 at the
comer of Chase Ave. and
Woodside Drive. Three Bedrooms
with two baths, very pleasant and
quiet. Ideal for parent visits.
Graduation '92 and '93 booked.

427-271-

1

401 Chase Ave.

Gambier, Ohio
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The Ladies posed for this
picture for the ninth straight
year.
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All photos courtesy ofKenyon's Sports Information Director Joe Wasiluk.
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"Swimmer of the Year" Carla
Ainsworth had a tremendous
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Cannibal
continued from page three
Obeyesekere's talk: "Cannibal Talk and
Cannibal Practice."
Discourse between
Europeans and Pacific native islanders is
evasive and gives way to no real proof that
human flesh was ever consumed, especially
as a pastime.
This, according to the
professor's assertion, runs contrary to the
Eurocentric vision that savage people
undoubtedly engaged in cannibalism, a view
based on many varieties of discourse. First,
there are many myths which circulate in our
culture about savages, many of which do not
note that native islanders were as civilized
as ourselves.
Furthermore, problems of
misinterpretation of language, humor or
hostility plague the access to the truth. More
recently, cannibalism has been used for many
of our nursery rhymes and is also
institutionalized through tales such as "Jack
and the Beanstalk," "Hansel and Gretel,"
and "Dracula."
Thus, one of the professor's greatest
curiosities becomes the "fuzziness between
savagery and civilization," as he calls it.
Why do we, supposedly civilized beings,
interest ourselves in such an odious concept
as cannibalism? Do we too desire to
experience such savagery for ourselves or is
it a simple curiosity which gives rise to our
inquiries? Whatever it may be, instinct has
led us to examine and later hypothesize on
the affairs of native islanders. What indicts

us even more is that historically, we refused
to believe what we saw and chose to imagine.
In this way, the notion of cannibalism became
associated with fear and evil, and also was a
form of denigrating islanders as savage and
dangerous. But who really is savage here
and who is civilized: the Europeans with
their intrigue of the notion of cannibalism,
or the islanders with their propensity to
make fun of it? These are the questions
about which Dr. Obeyesekere hopes to make
us more aware. His work takes part in a
greater movement which wishes to lay open
the false notions of today which our culture
is guilty of promoting.

Wallace
continued from page five
change that in a small community. We don't
even have a minority woman on faculty,"
she notes the loss that she feels for herself
and for others, "I think it is unfortunate for
Kenyon students that there aren't more of
me, and Hispanics and others of different
cultures. Kenyon is trying, however, and
give them credit for making an effort."
Wallace says that she plans to stay in
Mount Vernon and a part of the Kenyon
community. She says, "I like Kenyon and I
like my job. It is one of the jobs in which I am
continually growing and learning. I miss the
contact that I had with the students when I
was involved in Student Affairs, but I feel
that my job is a much needed service for
Kenyon. Our volume of work has gone

through the roof, the staffing has stayed the
same, and probably will, but I still love it,"
she grins pleasantly, "I guess I am a glutton
for punishment"
Wallace very much enjoys the people
that she works with in the office. "I have two
excellent assistants, Carol Marshall and Barb
Chamblis, that make my life so much easier.
There is no way I could do it without them.
I have had awesome student assistants this
semester too. The people I work directly
with are 'awesome' as my son would say."
Wallace expresses a few final comments
about her job and the students at Kenyon, "I
wish we had the time and the staff to do
everything that everyone needs, but that is
impossible," more importantly she says, "I
am just happy to be here. The students have
been wonderful. They even let me mother
them sometimes. I have to remember that
these are grown kids. I learn a lot from the
students here...I have been blessed."

$1000

WJUST
ONE WEEK.

For your fraternity, soronry,
team or other organization.
Plus receive a $1000
bonus for yourself!
And a FREE WATCH
just for calling.
Call
Ext 65
1-800-932-

:

-0528

I

M

encourages Jessica
Berkowitz at the
Nationals in Buffalo, NY.

Student Government Opportunities Available
President- - will be in charge of running all student
government meetings and will serve as ex officio
member of all student government committees.
Vice President of Student Life- - this vice president is
the chair of the Student life committee in charge of
student council elections, ARA, advising the Health
and Counseling Center, and other issues pertaining
to the lives of students outside of academics and
housing.
Vice President of Academics- - this vice president
serves as the chair of Cultural and Academic Affairs
committee which sends student members to the
Academic Policy committee and the Advising and
Standards committee. This committee also oversees
library affairs, computing and the delegation to the
provost The vice president of academic serves as
president if the president is unable to fulfill his orher
duties.
Chair of Social Board- - will oversee the planning of
diverse social activity including the organization of
Summer Send-Of- f.
Chair of Student Lectureships- - in charge of
organizing diverse speakers throughout the school
year.
Secretary- - keeps all official records of student
government meetings and is chair of the Housing
and Grounds committee. This committee oversees
the housing lottery, the dorm renovations, college
planning, and similar issues.
Treasurer- - is the chair of the Business and Finance
committee which oversees the allocation of the
Student Activities Fee to student organizations ans
approves new groups. The committee also oversees
the activity and planning of all the groups. The
treasurer is in charge of the accounting of all student
groups.
Senate
works in conjunction with a faculty
member to run Senate meetings. The Senate is
involved in student and academic affairs in a faculty,
student, and administrative medium.
Please seek out a student council officer with any
questions you may have. Peutions can be picked up
in the Activities Office and are due there on April 6
at 4pm along with a letter of intent. Meet the
Candidates: 414. Elections: 415.
Co-Chai- r-
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Bartlett
continued from page four
intends malicious, they have only succeeded
in fanning the flames of anger. If it was
merely an oversight, it was a costly one. The
invite was in poor taste and poor judgement.
Discussing "Take Back the Night" and
the extremely unfortunate Deke invite may
seem like two unrelated women's issues,
but in Kenyon' s context they are inextricably
linked. 'Take Back the Night" arose out of
a movement against pornography. Women
marched through in protest through the
pornography district of San Fransisco;
women at Kenyon do not have to travel that
far, we can simply receive pornographic
material under our doors, in the same vein,
your friends are being raped by your other
friends.
I do not hate men, nor do I hate being a
women. But I wonder what will it take for
people to learn? Will somebody's sister or
mother have to getraped? Will your girlfreind
have to be harassed? This inane invite makes
me think so. Why are people angry about
these reactions? Because we watched our
friends stand in front of a crowd relating
painful stories some had never shared, only
to be cut down the next day by men yelling
about feministbitches and the Dekes waving
a piece of paper that says women are sex
objects, and that somebody most certainly
can rape you again.

Alexander
continued from page four

the marchers attempted a
commendable denunciation of a process
whereby rape is minimized and treated with
less than the full seriousness that it merits,
the very issue was trivialized by the
antagonism and petty taunts and oversights.
The denial of a woman's freedom of choice
about what she chooses to do with her own
body is an essential element of rape.
However, those marchers who created the
atmosphere of intolerance showed little
respect for the right of the
to choose not to march. Similarly, the
violation of personal space inherent in rape
andlelated offenses was reproduced, albeit
to a far lesser degree, in the pointed shouting
in ears, crowding, and blocking lines of
sight that occurred at points in the march.
While these transgressions are of an
incommensurate magnitude to the gravity
and lasting effect of rape on a woman, their
occurrence still contradicts the underlying
principle of personal respect that pervaded
the march and general discussion of rape
and violence towards women. Particularly
on a college campus, where the ideals of
liberal education shout for the open exchange
of views, it is essential to keep such a spur to
increased awareness and, ultimately, tangible
change free from hateful baggage. Whereas
the march, particularly certain instances
within it, created a perception by many
of an intransigence and unduly
confrontational nature on the part of, at
least, a portion of the marchers, it failed to
serve as the productive vehicle that it
otherwise could have. 'Take Back the Night"
raised some very complex issues. However,
in its tendency to polarize the campus into
oppositional camps, the event presented an
overly simplified understanding that hinders

Whereas

non-participa-

nts

non-participa-
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rather than fosters increased campus
awareness.

Cheroutes
continued from page four
they said, showing their honesty and courage
to come forward, that I had to share my own
experience. Why I had waited six years to
tell anyone, I don't know. Perhaps it was the
shame I had been feeling. Perhaps it was the
realization that even if I did tell someone,
they might not believe me. I felt nothing
could be done to the man who raped me.
After all, I didn't even remember his name.
But as I stood there in the freezing rain

on Thursday night, I realized that we were
there to take back our dignity and courage.
This was my chance to finally let go of some
of the guilt and embarrassment of that night
six years ago. This was my chance to
reclaim that part of myself I had been
missing for six years and realize that being
raped was not my fault. As I spoke, I felt a
tremendous wave of relief wash over me. I
felttheeyesoftheotherpeopleonme. They
weren't judging me; they encouraged and
reassured me. Those people, some of whom
were close friends.others complete strangers,
gave me the courage I needed to tell my
story.
The experience of speaking out was a
very positive one. What proves saddest to
me however is the fact that what had
happened to me away from Gambier, Ohio
also happens here at Kenyon. And it happens
frequently. Most of the time it goes
unreported. Most of the time, the victim

feels

the same guilt, shame,

$v Mv

and

embarassment I felt. If I was influential in
helping someone decide to report a rape
after my speaking out, I'm glad. If I helped
raise the consciousness ofatleastoneperson
that night, I'm glad. The point of Take Back
The Night was to do just that. I don't regret
making my rape public, what I regret is that
I didn't do it sooner.

1

Penick
continued from page four
connection to all those men who abused
their power by raping women. In some way
I felt responsible for the terrible misuse of
privilege and power by men towards those
women. In addition, I began to examine
how I have acted in my own relations with
women. Had I misused my power in
relationships by pressuring women too hard
and too soon for what I wanted without
considering what they wanted? Was I taking
advantage of my power position? I do not
believe that I ever have misused my power,
but it scared me to think that I may have
acted inappropriately towards women. I
recognize that no person has the right to
push his or her desires on any other person.
Ultimately, I think that anything that
made me think so much about myself, other
people, and how I relate to them is a good
thing. "Take Back The Night" spoke to me
and accomplished one of the things that it set
out to accomplish to make men and women
on this campus think about rape. It is scary,
disturbing, and threatening to hear about
rape and sexual abuse from those who
especially know what it means to be in that
position. At the same time the method of
"Take Back The Night" is the only way that
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Skilken
continued from page four
turnout at the protest was probably smaller
because it was a fraternity, as students are
often afraid to speak out against institutions
with power such as fraternities.
It is the defensive and condescending
behavior that I encountered in class, the
attitudes exemplified by the Deke invitation,
and the attitudes demonstrated by those who
were angered by the march, that manifests
and promotes the elements in society that
those women and men are fighting against.
It further victimizes the survivors of sexual
assault as they are told to "lighten up" and to
even find humor in the situation. But it is not
funny, and women as well as men have a
right to express their views to and have them
respectfully heard.
Men, women and fraternities alike are
not justified in turning themselves off to the
message no matter how "attacked" they may
feel. This issue is not about them. While it
is difficult to remain objective about such a
personal issue, one must keep in mind that
the issue is about the experiences of women
and men, not the fraternities. It is a human
issue. This community must act as one and
fight the problem of sexual assault, not one
another. The message deserves to be heard.

the future the majority of men, who I believe
are responsible individuals, address these
problems in their minds and then publicly
act upon their conclusions. Hiding behind
our feelings of insecurity is not a solution. I
regretresponding to 'Take Back The Night"
as I did last Thursday. Next year I will
march and participate in 'Take Back The
Night" to help face these problems that
surround us. I hope many other men will
choose to join in.

people will know that this is a living issue
and problem here at Kenyon.
For men and women to realize that rape
and sexual abuse are problems at Kenyon is
good for Kenyon. I hope that people here,
especially other men, find themselves asking
questions about their own behavior and
thinking about what are and what are not
responsible ways to deal with one another. I
am sure that rapists did not think about these
questions, but it is far more important that in
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The Gus Van Sant Film Festival
Kenyon Film Society

LesbianGayStraightBisexual Alliance
and
Kenyon

League

Anti-Prohibiti- on

Present:
10 PM Rosse Hall
Thursday
Mala Noche
Drugstore Cowboy Friday 9 PM, Sunday 10 PM Rosse Hall
My Own Private Idaho Saturday 9 PM, Sunday 8 PM Rosse Hall
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INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD

BUTLER

UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE

STUDIES IN

GREAT BRITAIN

AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

OR SPRING SEMESTER
INSTEP SUMMER PROGRAM
FALL

FULL YEAR
INTERNSHIPS

Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: Dougias George
Date:
April 9, 11:30am to 1:00pm
Lobby of Peirce Dining Room
Location:
For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University. 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Ext. 9336
or
Indianapolis. IN 46208. Tel: 317283-9336

1800-368-685- 2

